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Ia INTRODUCTION 
The object of this work is an experimental investigation in~o 
the possibility of 9btaining a~ increase in the forced convection 
heat transfer coefficient for a pipe by passing the fluid through. 
narrow transverse slots cut in the pipe, and thereby altering the 
boundary layer pattern. 
Since the greatest barrier to the flow of heat from a solid 
to liquid exists at the boundary layer, it can be expected that any 
device which will alter the boundary layer pattern will alter the 
heat transfer coefficient. When mass crosses a boundary layer in 
a direction perpendicular to the main motion of the fluid, the 
~agnitude and direction of the mass transfer affect the properties 
of the boundary layer. Experiments with compressible fluids ~ave 
shown that, ~n general, mass transfer from fluid to the wall("suction") 
increases the magnitude of the transfer coefficients(l). In this 
work it is attempted to apply this principle to incompressible fluids. 
The scientific and technological advancements of the "Nuclear 
Age" have introduced many problems for which information is not 
easily obtained by any method other than experimental. The need for 
heat transfer rates never thought.of 25 years ago has been brought 
about by the advent of modern high-perfonnance devices such as· 
nuclear reactors and rocket motors. 0 A heat release of about 40,000 
B.t.u./hr.cu.ft. is considered good practice in a modern boiler, 
(1) All references are in bibliography. 
but in a rocket or nuclear reactor it may be· 1,000,000,000 B.t.u./ 
hr.cu.ft.•(2). ·This heat must be removed by transfer to a ·coolant 
or converted into work or the device will fail since in these 
devices the heat release is independent of the heat removal rate~ 
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In nuclear reactors, the handling of the high energy release 
rates is a present challenge to the skill of heat-transfer engineers. 
}lany heat transfer problems arise in the design of any reactor. 
First among these may be in the tube-shaped reactor rods, where a 
coolant flowing upwards through the tubes has to carry away the high 
rate of heat developed by the fission of the uranium atoms. Another 
problem may be the cooling of the control rods. Control rods are 
usually liquid cooled by pumping liquid through the rod's hollow 
interior. Still another problem may be in the_ solid-liquid type 
of reactor where the liquid moderator is cooled by coolant tubes 
spaced in the moderator. In all these cases the coolant is usually 
in turbulent flow which permits greater transfer of heat than 
laminar flow. An increase in the heat transfer coefficient permits 
less mass rate of flow for a given amount of heat transfer which 
results in less pumping work to circulate the coolant and higher 
overall efficiency of the reactor unit. Hence the importance of 
investigation into higher heat transfer coefficient. 
Apart from heat transfer field~ boundary layer control 
through surface slots has its application in aircraft also, where 
it results in less drag, less power, and lower landing speed. 
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Investigation into boundary.layer s~ction has impo~tant applications 
in many other fields such ~s the cooling of gas turbine blades; the 
coo+ing of combustion champers and nozzles in rocket and jet motors, 
and in the industrially important techniques of drying, absorption, 
extraction, distillation and adsorption. 
For the work presented.herein an induction-h~ated steel pipe 
was taken as the test section and water was·taken as the cooling 
flui~. The following effects were studied: 
1. The effect of forcing all the water through narrow transverse 
slots from the outside to the inside of the pipe on the heat 
transfer coefficient. 
2. The effect of spacing of the slots on the heat transfer coefficient. 
3. The effect of arrangement of the slots on the heat transfer 
coefficient. 
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. II. NOMENCLATURE 
Symbol Quantity Units 
A Heat transfer area ft. 2 
c,c1 Constants 
c p Specific heat at constant pressure B. t. u. / (lb ){deg . ·F.) 
D Diameter ft. 
f Fanning friction factor · dimensionless 
G 1".ass velocity lb/(hr.)(ft;) 
h Coefficient of heat transfer B.t.u./hr.ft~deg.·F. 
. -J, -·'+ 
J Factor for heat transfer .hl) {c,.,._ )( l!:.) dimensionless 
k T #L,-
k Thennal conductivity B.t.u./hr.ft~(d~.F) 
L Length ft. 
m Constant 
Reynolds number dimensionless 
n Constant 
AP Pressure drop lbs/ft~ 
q Heat flow per unit time B.t.u./hr. 
Mean surface temperature deg.F. 
t Bulk temperature of water deg.F. 
Inlet temperature of water deg.F. 
Outlet temperature of water deg.F. 
At,~tf Temperature difference between surface 
and fluid deg.F. 
v Velocity ft. /hr. 






Thickness of turbulent boundary iayer ft. 
Viscosity lb/ft.hr. 
Density lb/ft~ 
Lru'llinar layer thickness ft. 
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III. REVIEW OF LITERATURE' 
Literature review.for the work presented in this thesfs has 
been concentrated m~inly on thr~e topics. 
1 •. Bo~ndary·layer control and its effects on heat transfer. 
2. Boundary layer control· as employed in aircraft structures. 
3. Effect of _passing fluid through surface holes on.heat transfer. 
1. A. LANINAR FLOW 
}bst of the works on boundary layer control and its effects 
on heat transfer are done on compressible fluids with ·laminar flow. 
For laminar flow suction is a very effective means for the prevention 
of separation. #Recently it has been recognized that suction will 
avoid the transition from laminar flow to turbulent flow of the 
boundary layer and thus reduce the skin friction and heat transfer:(3) 
On the other hand Ulrich(4) has shown that injection decreases the_ 
stability of the laminar boundary layer of an incompressible fluid 
and thus increases the heat transfer. The principle of injecting 
a fluid througn the pores of a porous wail can be utilized in cooling 
the nozzles of jet engines(S). This is known as sweat or film 
cooling. 
l .B. TURBULENT FLOW 
The effect of blowing or suction on heat, mas~ anq moment~ 
transfer for flow over·a flat plate has been-studied in the l{assachusetts 
Institute of Technology both. experimentally: and analytically. •rn 
general mass transfer from the ·fluid to the wall (suction} increases 
the magnitude of : the tran~fer_: coefficients, "while mass transfer 
fro~ the· ·wall to the fluid (blowing) decreases the magnitude_ .of 




· The influence of c~rvature on heat- transfer to in~ompressible 
· fluids has been studied by F. Kreil:h ( 7), Wa ttendorr, F. L. ( 8), and 
_Eskinazi, $. (9·). · It was found tl}at the .heat transfer coefficient 
from. a heating surface with .a concave curvature is conside~ably . 
higher than for· ·a _heating surface. of -the same curvature in a convex 
configuration and similar conditions of flow cross-sectional-area 
and flow rate·. 
"Data from Kays and London show-. that, for a sharp-edged 
circular tube, the overall J factor for·a heated tube with an L/D 
of 50 is 12% higher than for a tube having an L/D of infinity.# (lb) 
. . . 
li.ieAdams suggests for conduits ·having sha~p-edged entrances, flow -
. turbul.ent, 
r o·7 ] l+(D/L) · ................. ( 1) 
where all the properties are evaluated at fhe fluid bulk temperature 
with .the except~on of ~he viscosity ~erin in the Rernolds nwnber, 
wh'ich should be evaluated at -the film . temperature. (11) 
2. BOUNDARY· LAYER · coNTRoL·· !N · A-IRCRAFT . fil'RUCTUREs , 
Becaus~ of the iar~e: n~er 9£: ~ys i~ ··wJ:iich: boundary layer 
.control -can conceivably be applied, no' general conclus1ons regarding 
. . . . ·! :. # ' • • • 
. the. applic_abili ty of :the bbundary. ~~Y.,er .· control ~an be drawn.·· A~·E. 
. . . . . ; . . : ,. . l ( . .. . . . <. ' . . . . . . . . . . . 
Von Doenhoff ' and ·L.K. LofUn ·· (12) ·'have discussed -, in· detail the : · 
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'proposed methods of boundary layer control as ··they affect the 
· individual ·.aerodynamic characteristics of an· aircraft. · The 
applications considered are: 
(i) Reduction of profile drag by the elimination of turbulent 
separation and by increasing the relative ex~ent of laminar flow. 
(·ii) Increase of maximum lift ~oefficient by the control of laminar 
and turbulent separation. 
(iii) The use of suction and blowing slots near the rear portion of 
the aerofoil · as a means of lateral control. 
(iv) The use of boundary layer control as a . means of increasing the 
efficiency and the range of efficient operating conditions of 
diffusers and bends. 
(v) · The use of boundary layer control to influence shock boundary-
layer interaction at high speeds and. in pa·rticular, to 
eliminate boundary-layer separation following the shock. 
The resistance of a body having a blunt rear end has 
been studied with boundary-layer control exercised through slots. 
Boundary-layer employed on wings and struts is found to reduce the 
drag considerably.(13) By boundary-layer control the minimwn take-off 
and ·landing speed of ·an aircraft can be reduced considerably.(14) 
. . . 
Supersonic wind tunnel t~sts have shown that boundary-layer separation 
.following a compression shock can be eliminated by means of ·boundary-
layer suction (15). 
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3. EFFECT OF PASSING FLUID THROUGH SURFACE HOLES. ON HEAT TRANSFE~ 
Th·e effect . of bounqary layer contro"i through surface holes 
on th~ film coefficient of convective heat transfer from a pipe 
for. turbulent- flow has been stu~ied by Prasad. (16) In his experim_~nts 
a 3/ 4 IPS pipe, 20" · long was heated by an i_nduction .coil and water 
flowing axially over the pipe.was forced to the inside of the pipe 
through a number of 1/16" holes on the surface of the pipe. The 
result .of the -experiments showed the foll.owing trends: 
. . 
{ i) At .. the highest flow rate employed in the test (about 3 ·gall.ens 
per minut~) the film coefficient show~d an increase of about 
50% when compared with a plain pipe with water flowing both 
inside and outside • 
.. 
(ii) At the lowest flow rate (about 1.7 gallons per minute) the film 
·coeffiqi~nt increased by about 150%. 
·The experiment mentioned above is being completed now in the 
School of Mines and Metallurgy, Rolla. Apart from this no direct 
infonnation is available about the work pre~ented in this t~esis. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 
It is considered necessary at this point to discuss briefly-
soine of the factors '\(hich have an important bearing on this problem, 
a~d some available_information·which justifies ~~e selection·of the 
type of test sections used for this work. 
1. FILM COEFFICIENT OF HEAT TRANSFER 
The analytical expression for the transfer of heat by conve~tion· .-
involves a quantity ca~led the film coefficient of heat transfer 
given ~Y the following relation: 
where 
q=h.A.Atf•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••··~-(2) 
q=heat flow per unit time, .B.t.u/hr_. 
. 2 
h=film coefficient of heat transfer; B.t.u./hr.ft. °F. 
A=heat transfer area, ft~ 
At:e=temperature difference between surface and fluid, °F. 
Although pro~ress is being made in the analysis of heat transfer 
in turbulent flow, most calcula~ions are made with semi-empirical 
equafio~s based ~n correlations of_ experimental data. The work of 





Efforts to improve the correlation of.data have resulted in 
slightly differing values for the constant and exponents, the use 
of one set of constants for heating and another for cooling, and 
various procedures for evaluating the physical properties involved. 
Probably the best known and. most widely used fornt is the following 
given by McAdams (17): 
h . l>" 
Re 
•••••••••••••••••••• ( 4) 
where the subscripts B indicate that the physical properties are to 
be evaluated at the average bulk temperature of the fluid. 
In equation 3, if the physical properties of the fluid are 
evaluated at the bulk temperature of the fluid, it is evident that 
for a gi~en apparatus, if the temperature of the fluid is kept _ 
constant in all runs, the equation will reduce to the form 
••••• ~ ••••••••••••••• {5) 
Taking logarithms, 
ln h = ln c1 + .8 lnG •• ~ •••••••••••••••••• (6) 
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So for turbulent flow under conditions mentioned above, the 
plot G v~~h will be a straight line on the.logarithmic grapb. 1-breover, 
if the fluid is water, the properties are affected only slightly by 
. . 
a change in the bulk temperature, thus giving more flexibility in 
the experiment and·still giving a straight line ·relationship on the 
logarithmic graph. 
2. BOUNDARY LAYER IN 'rURBULENT FLOW 
Many factors affect the film coefficient h, the most important 
of these being the mechanism of flow, the fluid properties, geometry 
and velocity. These factors affect h mainly in controlling the 
boundary layer at the surface of separation between the solid and 
fluid. The greatest resistance to heat flow occurs at the b~undary 
layer. The boundary layer consists actually of two layers (18): 
the first composed of particles completely without motiorr adhering 
to the surface and particles creeping along in stream-line flow with 
increasing velocity as the distance from the surface is increased; 
and the second layer, much thicker than the first, being a transition 
zone composed of eddy currents moving at a higher velocity although 
not so swiftly as the main portion of the fluid stream. The 
boundary between the two is not sharply defined. The thickness of 
this boundary layer may be immeasurably thin or·several hundredths 
of an inch in thickness, but in the study of heat transfer ·it may 
be visualized as a barrier to heat flow,.a barrier that adheres to 
the surface but is partially wiped off and accordingly reduced in 
effectiveness as the velocity of the fluid is increased. 
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Heat transfer across the first layer is by pure conduction, 
and the Fourier equation applies. (19) The thickness of this· layer 
is given by Vennard (20) by the relation 
·······~············(7) 
where ~ == laminar layer· thickness 
N = Reynolds number 
re 
f = Fanning friction factor 
For smooth pipes and turbulent flow, f ~ 0 ·'3164 ...........• ( 8) 
N..,.e 114 
Assuming that the laminar layer is the only resistance to 
heat flow ~n.the system, 
~ = 1 
-= .A .,. N~ ~ J o · 31 6 4-
3 2-· -~ D )C N'Tt.11 <& 
J.t. 0 ~ "6·] !r. 
_ 0·011.3 -·Nrt 
3) . 
which is comparable with McAdams equation. 
•••••••••••••• & ••••••• ( 9) 
··~··················(10) 
The fact that. the laminar·-layer thickness as suggested l:>y 
Vennard -':rl,li give.a close correlation suggests that the major 
resist~nqe. to.heat flow in turbulent fluids occurs· at this zone 
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and that rapid and e.fficient mixing is present at the core· of the·. 
fluid. Equation . 7-gives a thickness that.is about twice as large 
as . the true laminar sublayer ~s currently defined, which in turn is 
about one-sixth as thick as the buff.er zone, or transition· region, 
between ·pure l_aminar· flow and _the turbulent. core. ·we might, th~refore,. 
not be far wrong in assigning half the resistance to heat flow to 
the pure laminar layer and hal~ to the transition zone·. Further, we 
might co.ncei ve the transition zone as a region in which pure laminar 
flow occurs statistically about one-fifth to on~-sixth of th~- t_ime. 
~-alternate statement would be that nrlxihg in t~e. trans~tiori zone 
due to -turbulent eddies effectively increases its conductivity by 
a factor of 5 or 6. 
From the above discussion it follows·that ·a reduction in · 
the thickness of the laminar boundary layer greatly increases the 
heal transfer. Reduction in the transition zone thickness also has 
. a tendency to increase . the heat tra.·nsfer. 
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Figure l.a. THREE :MAJOR FLOW REGIMES IN A' TURBULENT ~srEM 
.. . 
3~ EFFECT OF.TRANSVERSE SLOTS ON-BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS IN A PIPE 
When a :tJ.~1d is allowed to enter ·a circular pipe.from a large 
container, the velocity .distribution.in the-cross-sections of the. 
. . 
inlet length varies with the distance from the initial cross-section~ 
In sections clqse to th~t at the entrance the velocity distribution 
is nearly uniform. ·Further downstream·the velocity distributi~n 
changes, ~wing to th~ influe~ce of ·f~iction, unt11 a fully developed 
~elocity profile is attained at a given cross-seqtio~ and remains 
. . '\ . 
constant downstream from it (21). · According.to J. Nikuradse the 
fully _fo:r:med velocity profile exists af~er ~n inlet.length _of ·25. to 
50_diameters. The boUf\dary layer builds up from zero at the entrance 
to q.max~um thipkness at the section where the velocity p~ofile 
is. fu+lY developed. So by cutting a nUI;Oher of tra_nsverse slots, the 
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fc,rmation of the maxinn.un thickness- of the boundary layer is prevented, 
s~tice a~ each slot.the boundary layer has ·to buiJd 1:1P from a zero 
value. This is _one of the justifications for expecting increased 
heat transfer .with transverse slots. 
Looking ~!_om another point of view, when a number of narrow . 
transverse slots are c~t to a depth of half the pipe, and water :is 
made to enter from outside to inside through the slots and .flow out 
axially, the flow practically becomes flow over a number of short 
plates bent to the form of a semi circle. The expression for the 
thickness of the turbulent boundary laye·r on a flat plate is given 
by Eckert.(22) 
.d::. O· 3·76 
•.. ••••• •.• • .- •••• · •• (11) 
(N'ff.) :16' 
where K = thick~ess of the turbulent boundary layer 
x = distance from the leadir:teJ _edge 
Nrex = · Reynolds ·number calcul_ated with the distance x 
.This expression shows that for a flat plate· the thickness _of 
. _4-/~ . . 
the . turbulent boundary la'ye:r is proportional fo x • · Therefore 
reducing th~ distance x provides a method of. requcing the boUJ:ldary 
layer thickness. Even though our problem is different from that of 
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a fl~t -plate, it can he expected that.the effect of transverse .slots 
is t~ reduce the· maximum thickness of the .boundary laye·r at· each 
. . 
s~·ction, since ·the boundary layer has to build up. from zero thickne.ss 
at the slot. Theoretically at the. leading edge the coefficient or 
heat trarisfe·r is infinity. 
-B.ou ncl o.~-~-__( O..\J-t.:r: .... ,.P.T.of.i Le.. .. J}itfi.o.ut:_ .. ~l·.~.f:~ 
__ fT.o_fil( . 'N.itli Slots.· 
Figure l.h. EFFECT·. OF SLOTS ON BOUNDARY !:AYER ·PROFILE 
4. HEAT TRANSFER IN SWIRLING FLOW 
"It was· observed that inside· surface heat transfer coefficients 
in swirling flow increase as much as four-fold _over the ·coefficients · 
observed at the same velocity in purE:lY axial flow. The heat .transf~r 
coefficients were found ·to depend on the centrifugal force-component. 
. . . . . .. . . ! . . 
The effect of centrifugal force ~~n be·explained in the following 
manne-r. · The phenomena involved here are. similar to tho~e in f .ree · 
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conv~ction,.but the body force is proportional to v2 instead of 
g. ·_- Tl_le -ef_fect ·of the body force in rotating ~low is to simulta:q.eously 
rorqe·heavier fluid particles outward and lighter ones inward • . One 
corisequentl~ expects this mechanism to aid convectio~ ~hen the 
direction of heat flow is fr<?m larger to smaller'" ra~ii, . i.e. when the 
fluid in the tube is heated, ·but to oppose .the exch~nge mechanism 
·when the direction of flow is reversed.# (23) 
The results of experiments.carried -out by Na9aoka and Wat~n~be(24} 
with rotational motion given to water in pipe can be summarized as· . · 
foilows: 
· ( i) The method of giving a rotational motion to a· liquid by means 
of a· guide vane increases the . rate of heat transfer, ·but is 
inferior to the case of the smooth tube, if the power required 
at the same rate of heat transfer fs considered. 
(ii) A wire of circuiar or a special section, which. is very thin in 
comparison with the-diameter of the heat tr~nsferring tube 
·and has._ a c9mpari tively small resistance to the flow, is 
wound circularly, or polygonally, and is inserted in the tube 
i~ order to disturb the so called "laminar "flow· laye~sn but 
not to cause an unnecessary-eddy .at the center . of the flow 
where there is little effect on. the heat transfer •. Such a 
device can not only in~rease ·t.he rate of "·heat transfer, 
but saves in a·. co·nsiderable· amount the ~wer required -~t · the 
same rate· of heat .transfer in comparison with .the -case· of a 
smooth tube. 
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In the light of the above information, if. the transverse 
slots on the pipe are ar~anged in a spiral at 90°, all in the same 
d~rection, the water entering the pipe from outside to inside can 
be.expected to have a spiral component of motion which.increases ·the 
heat transfer rate. The works of E.E.Wilson {25) and J.W.S.Raleigh{2o) 
also support the effectiveness of swirling motion in increasing the 
heat transfer. Further, the change.of direction of water at the slots 
and the mixing with the .water . flowing axially inside the tube result 
in an ~ncreased turbulence both inside and outside the pipe which 
tends to wipe . away part of the boundary layer, thus producing 
increased heat transfer rate. 
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V·. TEST EQ~IP~NT 
A f_~ont ·elevation of the equipment used for the. experiment is 
. . 
shown ·in ·Figure- 8 • . A photograph of the equipment . is shown in Figure 
9. 
INDUCTION HEATER 
A Westinghouse 30 kilowatt single . phase mul tipurpo.se heater 
was used to heat the test section. It is a motor-generator type . 
heater with 9600 - ~ps output and c~pable of supplying output 
voltages ranging from 12 1/2 to 800 volts. The M3 set has water 
temperature and pressure protective devices which should be con-
nected to the motor starter so that power to the M; set will be . 
c~t off if the M3 set overheats. The. induction coil was made from 
3/8 inch water-c9oled copper tubing and was 3 inches in diameter, 
about 24 inches long, and consisted of 25 turns •. . A general flow 
diagr~m is~ ill~strated in Figure 2. 
PROCESS WATER 
The water used was supplied from the Missouri School of 
Mines power station and had been P!oc·~ssed by a lime-soda· ash hot 
process water softener. A pump was installed in the supply .tine 
to give the necessary head to cir~ulate the water through the· 
·. apparatus. 
FLOW MEASUREMENT 
·.- . The flow of water circulati~g through the apparatus was 
. . 
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. Min_neapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company. The flow was automatically 
recorded on a chart. The meter was calibrated under actual.testi~g 
.conditions and the results given in the appendix. 
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT 
The pressure of water entering the test section was measured 
by a Bourdon tube type of pressure gage of range 0-600 psi. It is 
connected in the pipe line ahead of the inlet throttle-valve. To 
measure the pressure of water leaving the test section another 
Bourdon gage of range 0-60 psi was fitted in the pip~ line between 
the test section and the exit control valve. To control the mass 
flow of water two control valves were fitted in the pipe line, one 
on each side of the test section. 
TE$T APPARATUS 
Details of the apparatus are sho~ in Figure 3. The test· 
section use~ was a 3{4 inch IPS steel pipe, 20" )ong supported 
centrally in a glass tube by 1/8". aluminum supporti~g l~gs. The 
glass tube was 30" long, 1 7/Bn I.D., 2 1/4" O.D.,.held between 
two _aluminum flanges and sealed at t~e ends by 'O' rings. The 
·,o, ring joints we~e kept water tight by 4 stay rods, 3/8" in 
diameter and 35n ~ong, held between the alu.IIJ.in:um flanges~ To 
prevent the·test .section from moving in the direction of ~otion 
of the water a plasti.c pipe l" I.D•, ~ l./4·n. O.D. and about 4n 
long with a number of slots was put inside the glass tube between 
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FIGURE _.. 5 
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35. 
t~e test section and the outlet.side rlange. This also provided a 
mixing c~amber for the water issuing from ·the test section. An air 
valv:~. w,is fitted on the top of -the inlet flange to drain away any · 
air collected inside the glass·tube during the experi1nent. 
1:L<\TER TE1:-'.iPERATURE MEASURENE~U' 
The process water temperature was measured at the inlet and 
outlet of the test -section by iron-constantan thennocouples inserted 
into the inlet ~nd exit pipes·. Details of the thermocouples and 
their _9onnection to the pipe are shown in Figure 7.· The output 
of the thermocouples was recorded automatically by a Wheelco 8000 
Series potentiometer made by Barber-Colman Company. It is a null 
balance type d.c. potentiometer. 
SURFACE TEMPERATURE MEASulIBM.ENT 
The measurement of the surface temperature of the test section 
posed an extremely co~plex problem due to the presence of the induction 
field. Thermocouples when placed in the induction field tend to 
heat up independent of the heating of the ~est sec~ion. If the wires 
atta~n a temperature greater than the test section, the temperature 
recorded will be ln error, but if the test section reaches a. higher 
temperature than t~e adjacent therm9coupl~ wires, the thermocouple 
output shou~d be a true indication of the temperature provtded that 
any stray currents which might affect-the reading of the potentiometer 
are eliminated. Actual tests on thermocouples placed in the 1nduction 
field showed that the error introduced is very small. 
Thermocouples were soldered to the ends and the middle.of the 
pipe. The positions are indicated in Figures 4, 5 and 6.· The 
thennocouple wires were taken ·out through the plugs provided in 
the outlet flange and connected to the automatic temperature re~order.· 
Initially there was considerable oscillation o~ the recorder when 
heat was applied with the i~duction field. This effect was eliminated 
by connecting a 2 mfd capacitor ac~ss the thermocouple input of the 
recorder, by grounding the iron side of the thermocouple and by 
grounding the test section. 
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Photograph of the Equipment 
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VI. TESr PROCEDURE 
The following general procedure was adopted for the experiment: 
_· 1.. )\fter soldering_ the thermo~ouple wires to the test sectioi:t, the 
test section was plaqed centrally inside the glass tube. To .-allow 
for the expansion of the supporting aluminum legs and prevent the 
breaking _o~ the glass tube, the legs were ma~e a loose f i _t ins id~. 
the glass tube.· The thermocouple wires were taken out- through 
plugged hole~ in the outlet flange an<:t connected. to the automatic 
t~mperature recorder. The stay bolts were tightened to make the 
glass tub~ water tight. 
2. The flowmeter switch was turned to the 'on~ position. 
3. Keeping the inlet throttle valve closed, t~e process.water pump 
·was start_ed. The flow rate was then adjuste~ to the· 200 mark on 
the indicator ·chart by opening .and adjusting the inlet throttle 
valve. ·After the flow _was established, any air collected inside 
the gla~s tube :was removed by closing the outlet throttle valve 
and opening t~e air valve on the top of the inlet flan9e. After 
r~oving the air the outlet valve ~was ·kept fully open so that 
the pressure inside . the glass tube was con~tant and below .atmos-
pheric. This prevented sudden pressure fluctuation inside the 
- . . . 
glass pipe when flow rate was c~anged by the control . valve. 
4. The temperature recorder switch was turned on. 
s. · The ~ooling water puinp_for the.induction heater coil was started. 
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6~ After ·seeing that the pressure of the cooling water for the 
induction heater was about 60 psi, the motor-generator· set 
was started. About 1 1/2 minutes were allowed for it to come 
to a steady speed. 
7. Keeping the powerstat·pointer in the zero position the excitation, 
high frequency power, and 60 lCVAR switches on the panel board 
were turned on~ 
8. The powerstat was slowly turned to put on the load. The maximum 
load was limited by the capacity of the induction equipment and 
also by the maximum· temperature in the test section, which should 
be less than 200°F to prevent any boiling taking place. 
9. The flow meter pointer was adjusted carefully to the 200 mark 
and about 20 minutes were allowed to attain steady conditions. 
10. A horizontal line- was drawn on the temperature recor~ing paper. 
to indicate the starting of the f{rst reading. · After about 
two full cycles of temperature recording, another line was 
drawn to mark the end of the first observation. 
11. Any air collected in the glass tube was r~oved after turning 
the powerstat to the zero positio~. 
. . 
12. The flow was changed to the 175 mark op the recorder. The 
powerstat was adjusted, if necessary, to keep the maximum 
temperature of the test section below 200°F. 10 minutes 
were allowed .to attain steady conditions and the second set of 
t _empera·ture · readings .was : marked as before. 
13. The above .procedure was repeated for flow re~dings of 150, 125, 
100, 75 and 50 ·on the recordi-ng chart • . 
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11. If the equipment got overheated it stopped automatically. In that . 
case the cooling water was cooled by a fan and the machine started 
again to resume the experiment~ 
15. After taking _the readings for the 7 different flow rates the 
induction heater was switched off. T~e cooling water pump, the 
flow meter, the temperature recorder and finally the process water 
pump were all . turned off. The inlet . throttle valve was then closed. 
The temperat~~e recorded sheet was taken out from the recorder for 
reading of the temperatures. 
From· the recorded temp.eratures and the flow rates the heat 
transfer coefficient was calculated for each flow rate. ·The whole · 
experiment was .then repeated. If the second set of values was not 
comparable with the first, the experiment was repeated until two 
sets of readings w:ere c"iose enough • 
. The above ·· experiment was performed .with each of the fo~lowing 
test sections ancl. 11:nder conditions s:p.ecified- wfth them:~ 
·1. 3/4" IPS steel pipe, 20" long -with no slots, both ends operi .and 
water flowing axially. ·Te~t -sectio!l ··No. ·1: Fig.4 • 
. 2. The ·same pipe with b_oth ends · closed ·and water flowing axially over 
the _-outer .. surface. Te~t sectio.D: _N<;>. 2:" _Fig.4. 
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3 -. 3"/4" IPS steel pipe, 20" long with 1/16" · transverse slots.·cut half 
way.through- and spaced l" apart and arranged alternately on · 
opposite · sides of _the pip~~ One end of the pipe and the annular 
·space. at the other· end we.re closed with rubber plugs. Water. was 
ailowed to ~nter parallel to ·the pipe, .p&s&·into the inside of 
the pipe through the slots and flow out axially. Test section 
No. 3: Fig.S. 
4. .3/4" IPS :ste.el pipe, 20" ·long with 1/16" transverse slots cut · 
h&lf way through and spaced 3"/4" apart and arranged alternately 
on opposite sides. Conditions of flow are similar to those of 
No. 3 • . Test section No.4: Fig·.s. 
5~ 3/4a IPS steel pipe, 20° long with 1/16# transverse slots cut 
half way through and spaced 1 l/2#· apart and arrange4 alternately 
on oppos_ite sides. Conditiqns of flow are similar to those of 
No •. 3. · Test section No. 5: Fig.S. 
6. 3/4w IPS s_teel · pipe, 20"' long with 1/16" transverse slots cut 
~alf way through . and spaced .1 # apart and arran·ged. in a spiral 
·at 90°, all in the same direct-ion. Conditions of flow are 
similar to those of No. 3. Test ·section No. 6: Fig.6. 
7. 3 / 4" IPS steel pipe, 20" long with l / l 6n -tran·sverse ·. slots cut · 
"half way through and spaced =1 i1-2 :n apart and arranged · spir~lly 
at goo,· all .. in the same directi~n.~ Conditions of flow are 
similar to those · of No. · 3~ Test secuo·n ·:.ijo. · 7: Fig.6. · 
· ' .. , 
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.· The lower limit of mass flow was fixed as about 1. 7 gallons 
per·min~te to ·ensure the condition of turbulent flow in the test 
section. The ·upper limit was fixed at a value of· about 3 gallons 
per minute to give a·reasonabi~ value for the temperature· rise or 
the water, ·say .about 10° or higher. 
VII. CALCULATIONS 
ASSUMPTIONS USED IN THE -CALCULATIONS 
i.. The properties _of water were assumed to be constant in the range 
o~ temperatures employed in the experiment. 
2. The temperature of the test section was assumed to be uniform 
over its .thickness. 
3. The temperature variation from the ends to the middle of the 
test section was assumed to be linear. 
4. The effect of the induction field on the thermocouple wires 
was neglected. 
5. The heat transfer coefficient was assumed to be uniform over the 
surface·of the test section. 
6. The temperature drop of water in the inlet. throttle valve was 
·neglected. 
7. The heat loss to the surroundings was assumed to be constant 
and neglected in the calculations. 
8. The heat transfer area provided by the aluminum legs was 
neglected. 
9. The heat transfer area lost at the base of the rubber plug used 
to close the arinulus was neglected. 
MEAN SURF ACE TEMPERltTURE 
Assuming linear variation of temp.erat{!re from the ends to the 
middle of the test section,.the mean.surface tempera~ure of the 
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te~t · section is given by· 
Tw =temp.at point 1+2xtemp. at point ·2+temp. at point 3 (Fig. 4,5 & 6) 
4 
_BUL_K _TEMPERATURE OF WATER 
The bulk temperature tis given by 
EVALUATION OF h 
.The mean temperature difference .between the test section and 
water is given by 
At = Tw-t 
Heat removed · from pipe in unit time, q = h.~.L).t 
Temperature rise of water= t 2-t1 
Mass · flow of water = W 
Therefore, 
Heat transferred to water i1:l unit time, q = W.cp~ ·Ct2-t1) 
Equating the. he~t r~oved fr~m the . pipe to· the ·heat gained by the 
water, and taking the specific heat of water to be equal to 1, 
h = w. Ct 2-ti) ·. 
A.At· ·. 
RANGE OF ACCURACY OF THE RESULTS 
The accuracy of the v.al_ue.s of h .calculated is: limited. by the 
following main factors .: 
1. The accuracy of the temperature recorder was only within 1.5°; 
so in a reading of below 200° it can make an appreciable-error. 
2 •. The _assumption of linear variation of temperature from the end 
to the middle of the test -section may not be exact. If a 
number of thermocouples were placed along the length of the 
test section, it would have given a more a~curate indication 
of the variation. 
3. Since the apparatus was not insulated there was some heat loss 
to the surroundings which was not taken into account in the 
calculations. 
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Considering all the above factors, the accuracy of the results 
may be taken as within.:!:. 1oi. The object of this research was 
mainly a qualitative study of the heat transfer coefficient in the 
different test sections rather than a precise quantitative study, 
due to the limitations imposed by the apparatus and the measuring 
devices. 
For the test sections with slots, the heat transfer area A 
was taken to be equal to the inside surface area of the pipe plus 
the outside surface area minus the area lost by cutting slots plus 
the area gained at the sides of the slots. The results of the 
experiments are given in tables I to VII and plates 1 to 10. From 
the graphs 1 to 7 the average values of h for the different test 
sections are measured and tabulated in table VIII. 
TABLE I •. a. 
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HEAT TRANSFER EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
TEsr SECTION NO. 1 {Fig.4); b'TEEL PIPE, 20" LONG; 1.os• O.D.; o.a24• I.D.; A•0.82 Sq.ft. 
No . Slot_s; BOrH ENDS OPEN 
TES!' NO 1 . 
RUN FLOW w WATER TEMP •. . SURF ACE TEMPERATURE . Tw t (t2-t1) d t . h 
METER deq. F. deg. F. Btu 
NO. lbs. /hr deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. 
READING tl t2 POINT POINT POI~ - hr~ni°F 
•l 2 3 · . . . 
l 50 · 805 120 132 135 186 172 169.75 126 12 43.-75 2.69 
·2 75 . 968' 120 · 131.5 131 185 165 166.5 125.75 11.5 40.75 334 
3 100 1108 120 132 132 185 165 166.75 126 12 40.75 398 
4 125 1220 120 132.5 133 185 164 166.75 126.25 12.5 40.5 459 
5 150 1330 121 133.5 133 185 164 166.75 127.25 12.5 39.5 514 
j 
6 · 175 · 1435 . 121.-s 133.5 132 183 162 165 127.5 12 37.5 560 
7 200 1540 121 133.5 134 186' 156 1ss.s· 1127~ 25 12.s 38.25 . 613 
I I 
' 
TABLE I. b. 
HEAT TRANSFER .EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
TEST SECTION No. -1: CFig.4); STEEL.PIPE, 20• LONG; 1.os• o.D.:; o.a24• I.D.; A-o.s2 Sq.ft • 
. N~ Slots; BarH ENDS OPEN 
TES'l lf0.2 
RU?f.·· ·PLOW 
···· ... llETER. 
.. NO. 
w 
. . · deg.F • . 
WATER TEMP. ·., . ·SURFACE TEMPERATURE Tw t 




deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. hr.ft!°F READING POINT POINT POINT deg.F. 
·-. . - ·:-• 
. . . 
-
1 · ·:. · ~o 805 
75 968 
) ' . -~. ., 
-~,~ -' 
-.· ·s . 100 1108 
125 1220 
, "· ·-s - 1so · 1;330 
175 1435 









· 1 2 3 
130 140 190 175 173.75 123 14 so.·15 271 
· 130 135 187 169 169.5 123 14 46.75 334 
129 134 183 i62 165.5 122~5 . 13 43 
129 132 180 160 163 122.s 13 40.S 477 
130 134 185 163 166. 75 123 14 43.75 515 
130.5 135 189 166 169. 75 123. 25 u .. s 46.s 558 
129.5 131 185 164 166.25 122.25 14.5 618 
50 
PLATE 1. 
COEFFICIENT OF HEAT TRANSFER VS MASS FLOW FOR TEST SECTION NO.I 
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TABLE II. a. 
HEAT TRANSFER EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
TEsr SECTION NO. 2 (Fig.4); srEEL PIPE, 20• LONG; 1.os· O.D.; ·o.s24• I.D.; A~b.457 Sq.ft. 
\ ~ -
"'- .: .. -
. No ~lots; BCYl'H ENDS CLOSED 
TEST .NQ. 1 
WATER TEMP. SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
RUN FLOW w deg.F. deg.F. Tw t (t2-t1) At h 
METER Btu 
NO. lbs/hr deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. READlNG POINT POINT POINT 0:1 20 t1 t2 1 2 3 r.ft. F 
l 50 805. 119 129 136 185 158 166 -124 10 42 420 
2 75 968 - 120.9 129.5 134 181 156 163 125 9 38 500 
It' 
3 100 1108 ./ 119 129 131 187 157 165.5 124 10 41.5 ., ,583 
4 - 125 1_220 119 129 . 131 187 157 165.5 124 10 · 41.5 644 
:· . 
5 150 1330 119 129 130 187 157 165.25 124 10 41.25 706 
8 175 1435 119 129 132 184 160 165 124 10 41 764 , 
-· 
7 200 1540 · 120 -132 187 158 166 125 . fo . . 4t .. 823 130 
.. 
· .
TABLE II. b • 
. . 
HEAT TRANSFER -EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
TEST SECTION NO. 2: (Fig.4); srEEL PIPE, 20• LONG; 1.05• o.D.; o.a24• I.D.; A-0.457 Sq.ft. 
No Slots; BOrlI ENDS CLOSED 
TES? No. 2 
RUN FLOW w WATER TEMP. SURFACE TEMPERATURE Tw t <t2-t1) ~t h METER . deq.F. deg.F • Btu 
NO. lbs/hr deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. 
REAl)ING t1 t2 POINT POINT POINT hr .• ft!oF l 2 3 
1 50 805 121 131.5 132 190 170 170.5 126.25 10.s 44. 25 · 420 
2 75 . 968 120.s 131 132.5 190 165 169.37 125.75 10.s 43.63 510 
3 100 1108 120.s 130.5 131 186 165 167 125.5 10 41.5 55·3 
4 125 1220 120.s 130.5 131 186 167 167.5 125.S · 10 42 635 
5 150 1330 121 131 131 185 165 166.5 126 10 40.5 720 
6· . 175 . 1435 121 · 132 13~ 190 170 170.75 126.S 11 44.25 ·1ao 
1 200 1540 121 132.5 135 193· 175 174 126.75 11 47.25 820 
. 
PLATE 2. 
COEFFICIENT OF HEAT TRANSFER VS MASS FLOW FOR TEST SECTION-NO. 2 
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TABLE Ill. a • 
. . 
HEAT TRANSFER .EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
TEST SECTION NO. 3: (Fiq.5); 3rEEL PIPE, 20~ LONG; 1.os• O.D.; 0.824 I.D.; 19 transverse slots,1/16~ wide 
_ A • 0.844 Sq • . ft. 
TEST·.NO. 1 
·-
RUM FLOW w WATER TEMP. · SURFACE TEMPERATURE Tw t <t2-t1> At h 
~ . . deg.F. deg.F • .. Btu 
NO~ lbs/hr deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. deq.F. lhr .·ft!o-, 
· READING tl t / . POINT· POINT POINT 2 1 . ·2 3 
. . 
l 50 ·805 123 150 150 186 165 171. 75 136.5 27 35. 25· 731 
2 7·5 · 968 ., U3 148.5 149 190 165 173.5 135.75 2s.s . 37.1~ 775 







4 125 1220. 121.s 149 157 190 164 175.25 136.75 24.S 38.5 920 
5 150 ~1330 12s·.s 149.5 15.0 190 170 175 137.s 24 37.5 1008 
. . 
-. ·· 
6 · 175 · 1435 · 124.5 149.S 151 188 175 - 175.5 137 . 25 . 38.5 110.s 
•. 
' ... 
7 :200- 1540 125 149 151 186 166 172.25 · 137 24 35.25 - 1243 
' ) ' 
. , . . . 
-· . 
TABLE III. b • 
. . . 
HEAT TRANSFER EXPERIME~AI:, DATA 
TEsr SECTION NO. 3 (Fig.5); 3rEEL PIPE, 20~ LONG; l.os• O.D.; o.a24• I.D.; 19 transverse slots,1/16• wide 
. A :s O. 844 Sq • . ft. 
TEsr NO 2 • 
WATER TEMP • . SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
<trt1 > .·RUN FLOW w 
. deg. F .• _deg~ F. Tw t 4 t . . h 
METER· Btu 
NO. REAPING lbs/hr 
tl t POitq POINT POINT 
deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. deg.F .• hr~ft!oF 2 1 2 3 
, l 50 805 123 152 153 · 190 167 175 137.-5 29 37.5 · .. 736 
2. 75 . 968 · 124.5 150 153 187.S 170 174.5 137.25 25.5 37.25 782 
: 
. 3 100 I 1108 124 147. 150 185 164 171 135.5 23 35.S as1 · 
4 125 1220 127 150.5 15·5 190 168 175.75 138.75 23.5 ' 37 920 
.. 
5 150 1330 127.5 151.5 155 .· 190 178 ·177.5 139.S 24 3'8 1008 
. . 
6 175 1435 127.-5 151 151 190 173 176 139.25 2.3.5 36.75 1095 




COEFFICIENT OF HEAT TRANSFER VS MASS FLOW FOR TEST SECTION·NO. 3 
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TABLE IV. a. 
HEAT TRANSFER EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
TEsr SECTION NO. 4: (Fig.5); 3rEEL ·PIPE, 20° LONG; 1.05" O.D.; 0.824# I.D.; 25 transverse slots,l/16#wide 
Ai:= q.as Sq. ft. 
TEST NO. 1 
RUN. FLOW w WATER TEMP. SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
. .... . 4eg. ;r,. deg. _ f! . Tw t . (t_2-ti) 11 t h 
~ER. ' Btu 
NO_~,· lbs/hr POINT , POINT POINT . deg.F. deg.F. deg.F • deg.F. 
~r.H~°F READING tl t2 l 2 3 
;. ·1 





: . .. 
-
"2 75 . 968 · 125 153 166 178 187 ' 177.25 .139 28 38.75 835 
,i 3 · 100 ! 1108 125 rsi 165 ·175 188 il.75.75 '138 26 37.75 900 
4' 125 1220 126 150 165 .174 180 173.25 138 24 :35.25 97a·. 
f-
.. 
5 -150 1330 127.5 151.5 167 174· 186 175.25 139.s · 24 35.75 1050 
" 
.. Q· 175. 1435 129 152 1~7 175 . 188 176.25 140.5· 23 35.75 1086 
: 




TABLE IV. b. 
HEAT TRANSFER EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
. TEsr SECTION NO. 4: (Fig.S); STEEL PIPE, 20• LONG; 1.os• O.D.; o.a24• I.D.; 25 transverse slots,1/16.wide 
A·= o.as Sq. ft. 
TEsr NO. 2 
RUN FLOW w WATER TEMP.- · SURFACE TEMPERATURE Tw t <t2-t1> ~ t. h METER-
·deg.F. deg.F. Btu 
NO. lbs/hr 
hr.fd_oF READING t1 t2 POINT POINT POINT deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. 1 2 3 
l 50 . -805 123 150 160 174 176 171 136.5 27 34.·5 743 
'--
· 2 75 968 .l.24 148 160 171 179 170.25 136 24 34.25 820 
·""" _, 
... 
. .. ... .. 
3 100 1108 124.5 145.5 159 164 -174 165.25 135 21 30.25 907 
4 125 1220 125 149.5 160 180 182 175.5 137.25 24.5 . 38. 25 960 
. . 
5 150 1330 125 149 '162 175 180 173 137 24 . 36 1040 
6 175 1435 . l25·.s 148 1:60 174 178 171.S 136 .. 75 22.5 34.75 ·1100 




COEFFICIENT OF ·HEAT TRANSFER VS MASS FLOW FOR TEST SECTION NO. 4 
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. TABLE V. a. 
HEAT TRANSFER EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
TEfil' SECTION N0.5: · (Fig.5); STEEL PIPE, 20H LONG; l.OSHO.D.; 0.824" I.D.; 13 transverse slots, 1/16" ·':'l~de 
· A =:= O. 836 Sq. ·ft. 
WATER TEMP. SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
RUN FLOW w 
. deg.F. deg.F • Tw t H2-t1) ll t h 
METER Btu 
NO. 'lbs/hr 
t1 t2 POINT POINT POINT 
deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. hr. ft~ 0 Jr READING 1 2 3 
1 50 805 124 152 153 175 191 173.5 138 28 35.5 · 760 
2 . 75 . 
.968 124.5 150 15_2 175 187 172.25 137.25 25.5 35 845 
.. 
3 100 1108 124.~ 150· 155 175 190 173.75 137.25 25.5 3·s.s 927 
4 125 1220 124 145 149 165 182 165.25 134.5 21 30.75 995 
. . 
5 150 1330 127.5 148 150 170 187 169.25 137.75 20.5 31.·5 1037 
6 175 1435 . 1.29 . 150 15~ 171 192 172.25 . 139. 5 21 32.75 1100 
7 200 1540 . 129 151 157 172 196 174.25 . 14·0 22 34.25 ·11a2 
.61 
TABLE V. b. 
HEAT TRANSFER .EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
. . . 
TEST SECT!Oij N0.5: (Fig.5); srEEL PIPE, 20" LONG; 1.05,. O.D.; 0.824" I.D.;' 13 transverse slots, 1/16".wide 
A= 0.836 Sq. ft. 
TEST NO, 2 
· · WATER TEMP • . SURFACE TEMPERATURE Tw t (t2-t1) At h RUN FLOW w 
. deg,~. deg,F .• 
METER · Btu 
NO. lbs/hr ~ . 2 
READING t1 t2 POINT : POINT POINT deg,F. deg,F. deg,F, . deg.F. hr.ft,°F l · 2 3 
·1 so 80~ 124 150 150 175 185 171. 25 137.5 26 33. 75 . 742 
2 · 75 968 126 150 151 170 185 169 138 24 31 890 
3 100 . . 1108 125.5 . 149 ' 152 171 185 169.75 137.25 23,5 32,5 960 . 
" 
·• 
4 · 125" 12.20 126 148 152 170 . .185· 169.25 137 22 33.25 995 
.. 
. . 
5 150 1330 126 147.5 152 170 188 170 136.75 21.s 32.25 1030 
6 175 1435 . · 126 148 151 : 172 1°90 171. 25 137 22 34,25 1103 
. . 




COEFFICIENT OF HEAT TRANSFER VS MASS FLOW FOR TEST SECTION.NO. 5 
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TABLE VI. a. 
HEAT TRANSFER .EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
TEST SIC+'ION NO. 6: (Fig.6); S'I'EEL PIPE, 20• LONG; 1.05• O.D.; o.a24• I.D.; 19 transverse slo~s, 
1/16• wide, arranged in spiral; A= 0.844 Sq.ft. 
TEST NQ 1 • 
:., ·~ 
RUN ·iFLOW w WATER TEMP SURFACE TEMPE~TURE '. h . deg.F. .· . d99.F. , Tw t . 'Ct2-tl) ~t 
·METER Btu If(). lbs/hr 
~r.f1:!•r • READING ti t2 POINT POINT POINT -deg.F. deg .• F. deq.F. deg.F. .. ; 1 2 3 
. · :;. . ' , 
' 
·. 
. 2t~ 2,.~, l so 805 129 156 151 162 176 162.75 142.5 . 
. 1150 i 
~ 
-. 
~ .. ..... . 
2 ~ 75 968 127 150 149 155 165 156 138.5 23 17.5 1350 
.. 
.• 
3 100 1108 125 . 149 147 157 · 169 157~5 137 24 20.s 1538 
.. . 
. . 
• 125 1220 • ., 124 147 147 155 163 .. 155 135.S 23 -.. 1'9.5 1705 · 
•... 
" 




6 175 1435 121: 149 14_8 158 :170 158.5 138 . 22 20.5 1823 
: 
:, 
'' ' 1 200 1540 128 149 148 157 170 158 · 138.5 21 19.5 1965 
64 
TABLE VI. b. 
HEAT TRANSFER EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
TEST SECTION NO. 6: (Fig.6); STEEL PIPE, 20• LONG; 1.os• O.D.; o.~24• I.D.; 19 transverse slots 
l/16 • wide, arra~ged in spiral; A=0.844 Sq.ft. 
TEST NO 2 • 
· . WATER TEMP. SURFACE TEMPERATURE Tw t (t2-t1> -~t h RUN FLOW w 
.. deg.F. deg.F • Btu 
~ER _· 
deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. hr.ft~°F NO. lbs/hr POINT POINT POINT ; READING tl t " 
. 2 l 2 3 
. •· 
. . .. .. . . 
··' 
1 50 · 805 125 153 150 160 185 " 163.75 139 28 24.75 · 1100 
! ') 
·· ; 
2 75 · 968 125 148 146 153 169 155.25 136.5 23 18.75 1400 
3. 100 1108 125.5 146;.S 145 154 165 154.S 136 21 18.5 1490 
'" 
4 125 1220 125.5 148 147 155 168 156.25 136.75 22.5 '19.5 1670 
5 150 1330 125.S 148.5 149 156 · 169 157.S 137 23 20·.s 1765 
6 · 175· 1435 126 149.5 150 157 ·175 U9.75 137.75 23.5 22 1822 





COEFFICIENT OF HEAT TRANSFER VS MASS FLOW FOR TEST SECTION - NO. 6 
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TABLE VII.. a. · 
HEAT TRANSFER EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
. . 
TEBr SECTION NO. 1 (Fig.6); filEEL ~!PE, 20" LONG; l. 05° O.D. ;_ o. 824# I~D.; J.3 transverse slots,.1 
1/16" wide, arranged.in spiral; A=0.836 Sq.ft. 
TEsr. NO. l . . 
RUN · WA'J?ER TEMP. SURFACE TEMPERATURE Tw· t :t2-t1} •4t h FLOW w 
. ':leg .F. ~eg.F •· METER · ~ Btu 
NO. READING lbs/hr 
tl . t2 PoINT POINT POINT deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. hr .• fdor . . 
-1 2 ·. 3 . . 
. . 
·1 . . .. so · . . ·s·os-- 124.·5 152 ·149 . 184. 163 170 138.25 ·21.s ·31~ 7·5 .. . 835 
2· 75 -968 . 125 153.5 154 191 . 165 175.25 139. 25· 28~5 36 920 
3 . 100 1108 125 . 149.5 148 183 160 168.25 137'. 25 24.5 31 1050 
,. 
.4 125 1220 124.5 150 149 185 160 169.75 137.25 25.5 32.5 1145· 
.. 
5 ·150 1,330 . 124.S 149 149 1~2 159 '168 136. 75 . 24.5 31.·25 1250 
6 175· 1435' 124 145.5 145 175 156·"" :. 1s2·. 1s 134. 75· 21.s 28 1320 
. . 
.. 
7 200 1540 122 145 145 173 154 161.25" 133.5 23 27". 75 ·1sso· 
. 
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TABLE VII.. b. 
HEAT TRANSFER EJG> ERIMENTAL DATA 
TEST SECTION NO. 7: (Fig.6); STEEL PIPE, 20• LONG; 1.05• O.D.; 0~824• I.D.; 13 transverse slota, 
1/16• wide, arranged in spiral; Aa0.836 Sq.ft. 
TES!' NO. 2 
RUK FLOW w WATER TEMP•· . SURFACE TEMPERA'l'URE Tw t (t2-t1> At h METER deg.F. deg.F. Btu NO. lbs/hr deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. deg.F. . .. 2 . READING \ : t2 POINT POIN+ POINT hr.ft.°F l 2 3 .. 
1 50 805 121 149 145 180 157 165.5 135 28 30 •. 5 883 
. . 
2 75 968 .. 121 148 145 183 155 166.5 134.5 27 32 978 
.. 
3 100 I 1108 121.s 144.5 141 179 . 150 162~25 133 23 29.25 1042 
· 4 125 1220 122.5 144.5 143 175 150 160.75 133.5 22 ~ 27.25 1180 
5 150 1330 123 147.5 147 181 154 165.75 135.25 24.5 30.5 1278 
6 175 1435 · 123.5 147 149 177 155 164.5 135.25 23.5 29.25 · 1380 
7 200 1540 123 147 147 176 154 163.-2"5 · 135 24 28.25 1565 
) 
·6.8 
. PLATE 7. 
COEFFICIENT OF HEAT TRANSFER VS MASS FLOW FOR TEST SECTION-NO. 7 
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TABLE VIII. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
.. . . : . . 
COEFFICIENT OF HEAT TRANSFER 
-
h Btu/ (hr) {ft2) ( op) 
RUN ~o. w 
TEBr TEST TES? TESI' TESI' TES!' TESI' .· . . 
lbs/hr SECTION ·' SECTION SECTION SECTION SECTION SECTION . SECTION 
No.l No.2 No.3 No.4 No.5 No.6 No. ·7 
, , 
.. 
1 . 805 267 420 730 755 750 .1120 . 850. 
2 968 337 510 780 830 850 1360 945 
3 1108 · 402 595 . 850 910 940 1540 1050 
,. . . 
. . 4 ·1220 455 650 920 978 1000 1680 1145 
5 1330 510 715 1010 1035 1065 1780 1250 
' 
6 1435 560 · 770 .1100 1085 1110 1870 1370 
., 
·7 1540 619 835 : . 1250 1150 1180 1940 1530 
I 
= ~- l 
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PLATE 8. 
COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR TEST SECTIONS 1 TO 7 
?r nn 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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The numbers on the graphs refer to the test section numbers~ Details 
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VIII • .. INTERPRETATION OF· TEST RESULTS 
The ~esults of the -tests on the different test sections· are 
given ·in tables I to _VII and pla_tes -1 ·to 7. The test section 1, ·that 
is the plain pipe with both ends open an~ water flowing.axially on -
·both .sides, . is taken as a reference test section. with which all the 
other te~t sections are compared. Test resul t;5 for each test ;:;e_ction 
· are discussed below. · 
TEST SECTION NO. 1: Table I, Plate 1; Fig.· 4. 
1. As expected, the values of h plotte4 against Won a logarithmic 
graph gave a straight line, because the flow throughout was 
turbulent and the bulk tempe·rature of · wa~er was kept almost 
constant in. all runs. (Refer '·Film coefficient of heat transfer' 
under discussion for explanation._) 
2. Dpubli~g the flow rate was found to more than double the value of 
· h. Hence higher flow rates are advisable with plain pipe,s for 
increased heat transfer per pound of water used. 
TEEIT SECTION NO. 2: Table IIr Plate 2, Fig. 4. 
l~ As compared with test section 1, an increase in h of 57% was 
noted at the· minimum flow rate ·employed in the test, while at 
the maximum -flow rate the value of h showed an increase of 35%. 
The increase in h was due to the reduction in heat transfer area 
. . 
and the increase in Reynolds nmnl?er; .because all the water was 
flowing through the outside of·the pipe only •. 
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2. On a logarithnic graph~ h vs W gave a straight line. This mwst 
be so because the flow was turbulent throughout and the bulk 
temperature of water almost constant in all runs. 
3. Considering heat transfer .per pound of water, higher flows 
were more efficient than lower flow rates • . , 
TEST SECrION NO. 3: Table III~ Plate 3, Fig. 5. 
1 •. Compared with ·test section 1, an increase in h of 173i v(aS 
noted at the minimum flow rate, and over lOQ1o at the maximum . 
~iow rate. So the effect of · slots was greater at the lower 
flows than at the higher flows. The slots help in increasing 
the va·l ue of h by reducing the thickness of the boundary 
layer because at each section the boundary layer has to 
build up from zero thickness and it becomes discontinuous 
at the next slot before it attains the maximum thiclmess. 
The additional turbule.nce due to the change of direction of 
the water at the slots and the mixing of the axial stream 
and normal stream inside the pipe also help in reducing the 
boundary layer thickness. The percentage reduction in 
boundary layer thickness and the. percentage increase in 
turbulence are higher at the lower flows than at the higher 
flows •. 
2. The graph h vs W was found tq be, a curv:e on logarithmic 
plotting. The reason for this may be. due to the ,fact tha.t 
the flow was partly laminar and partly turbulent inside the 
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appa~atus.. Assuming equal portions of water to enter. through 
each siot (this may not.be a correct assumption), the fl9w 
will .be ·turbulent in the first portion of the annulus and· 
laminar in ·the remaining portion. SimiUi"rly, it is evident 
that the flow will be· ~aminar for some distance inside the 
pipe, after _which it becomes· turbulent as more and inore water . 
enters. from the outside through _the ·slots. So the flow over 
· the test section is an adm~xture of laminar ·and turbulent 
flows and no theoretical correlation can be gfven for the 
nature of variation of the heat transfer coefficient. 
3. For the flow rates employed in the test·lower flows are-
found to be more efficient considering the -heat ~ransfer per 
unit weight of water. 
4. The fact that the rate -·of .change of slope of the curve h vs 
-W (Plate 9) is-positive ~ugg~sts that there may be. a higher 
flow rate, above which ·hf~her flow: rates are advi_sable to 
get mor~ heat transfer per Pound of·water used. 
TEST SEC';rION No~ 4: Table IV, Plate 4, Fig. 5. 
1. An increase in h of .about l83l ~s noted at the minimum flow 
. . 
rate. and asi at th~ maximum f_lo:w r_a~e. "'.compared .with t~st 
-section _3, excepting the high~st t~ flC?.~ -r~tes all the other 
flow rates ·showed an increase in the· values of ·h. Th~s shows 
that decreasing the pitch of slots ·from l" to 3/4" is 
·advantageous in the lower'rlow rates, but is a disadvantage 
at . the higher flows. The reason for ,this may be .tha~. when · 
.· the ~umber of slots is increased, the effective length 
available. for ' the boundary layer to build up i's decreased, 
which . reduces the maximum thickness · of th~ .. boundary layer' 
thereby increasing the heat transfer. At the same time the 
reduction .in velooi ty ·of the water ·passlng through the slots 
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as the number of slots is increased, results· in less · turbulence. 
near the slots, which in turn tend to reduce the heat transf.er • 
.. 
At the lower flow rates the first e~fect may be . higher than · 
the second, and th~ net effect is t9 increase the heat transfer 
. greater than that for a higher pitch. At higher flow rates · 
the second .~ffect may cQunterbaiance 'the first and produces 
a reduction in heat transfer less than that for a test section 
with a · higher pitch • . · 
2. · ~ vs W on logarithmic graph was almost a straight line except 
at the bottom portion where it curved slightly upward. 
3. Heat 'tra:nsfe:r per unit weight of water was hiqher at the 
lower flow rates. 
TEST SECTION NO. 5: · Table V, Pl.ate 5, Fig, 5. 
l. The results . were almost compclrable with. _those of test section 
4, except th.at, in qeneral, the . values of h ~howed ~n increase 
of 5 to 61 over those of test section 4 compared with test 
':' 
section 1. (For the lowest flow rate the values of h for .~est 
sections 4 and 5 were the· 'same). 
2-.; So increasing the pitch from l" to 1 l / 2# has alrr.cJ°st_. the ·same 
effect as decreasing the -pitch from lw to 3/4". This may be 
explained in the following way. Increasing the pitch gives 
greater length for the boundary layer to ~uild up, but the 
increase in velocity of water crossing the slots -when higher 
pitches are used, produces greater turbulence which tends to 
reduce the boundary layer thickness. The combined effect of 
these two rr~y be the sarr.e for the two test sections for the 
various flow rates employed. 
3. h vs Won a logarithmic graph gave a straight line variation. 
4. Lower flow rates were ~ore efficient considering heat transfer 
per pound of water. 
TEST SECTION NO. 6: Table VI, Plate 6, Fig. 6. 
1. Compared with test section 1, an increase of 320% for the 
value of h was noticed at the minimur.1 flow rate and 213% 
for the ~aximum flow rate. That is, the values of h increased 
by ~ore than four-fold ir. the lowest flow employed in the test, 
and by more than three-fold at ·.the highest flow. This is 
partly due to the reasons explained for test section 3, · and 
mostly due to the whirling motion impar~ed to the water 
entering the pipe through spirally arranged slots which 
considerably help to disturb the so'called wlaminar flow layer.., 
and thus reduce its effectiveness as a heat barrier. 
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·z. ~ince the ·values of h increase at a lower rate than the flow rat~, 
lower flows are more efficient considering heat transfer per 
pound of water. 
·3. The graph h .vs ·w on a logarithmic plotting gave a curve, convex 
upwards. One reason for the curvature may be that given for 
test section 3, viz. that the flow in the test section is 
partly laminar and partly turbulent. The exact factors affect~ . 
ing thi.s particular shape are not known as far ~s· the author 
is aware. 
4. Repeated tests sh~wed a slight d~crease in the ·values of h .in 
general • . This may be due to the rusting of the test section 
which was kept immersed in water for 3 or 4 days betw~~n tests. 
~ST SECTION No. 7: Table VII, Plate 7, Fig.$. 
1. The increase in h was about 218% at ~he minimum flow rate, . and 
147% at the higher flow rate. So ·for the range of flow rates 
. .. . 
employed in .t~e test, increasing the· spaci'ng of slots arr:ariged 
in ·spireµ decreased the· heat transfer rate. ·This · is due to the 
fact that the spiral component of the velocity of water is 
reduc~ as the spacing is incre.ased. 
2. h VS W was a· curve, concave Ul)Wctrd • . 
3. ·since. the rate of change o·t slo~e of the curve (P~ate 10) 
was positive, there may ~ea. higher flow rat~ aboye·those 
employed in th~ tests above which 'higher flow rates are 
more efficient, considering heat .transfer per :po'11\d of water. 
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4. For the flow range used in the tests, lower flow rates gave more 
·heat transfer per pound of water. 
A comparison of the heat transfer coefficients for the different 
test sections is shown in plate 8 and table VIII. The values of h 
for test sections 1, 3 and 6 are plotted against Won an ordinary 
graph sheet, to show in more detail the effect of slots and the 
arrangement of slots on heat transfer. This is shown in plate 9. 
In the same manner, h vs W for test sections 1, 5 and 7 is shown in 
plate .10. 
From the above discussion it is clear that for the test 
sections used and for the range of flow employ~d, the effect of 
slots was to increase the heat transfer by about three-fold "in the 
minimum flow range and about two-fold in the maximum flow range, i-f 
the slots were arranged in line on opposite sides of the pipe. 
If the ~lots were arranged spirally at 90° all in the same di!ection, 
the heat transfer increased by more than four-fold in the lower 
flow range and by more than three-fold in the maximum flow range 
when compared with a plain pipe. 
During the experiment an attempt was made to measure the 
pressure drop in the test section for the diff·erent flow rates 
and for the different test sections used. Due to the inability.of 
the pressure gages used to indicate small changes in pressure, a.n 
accurate measurement of the pressure drop was not po·ssible. The 
approximate values of the pressure drops recorded made possible a 
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summary of the results of the different tests as follows: wirransverse 
slots can~ not only increase the rate of heat transfer, but ·save in a 
considerable amount the power required at the same rate of heat 
transfer in comparison with the case of a smooth pipe.• 
IX. CONCttJsIONS 
The following gen~ral conclusions can be drawn from the test 
result's: 
1. The effect of transverse·slots is to definitely i~crease the 
heat transfe·r coeffici~nt for a given flow ·rate. · 
2. Considering straight spacing of slots on opposite sides, for a 
given dimension -of the test· section and for a given flow rate, 
there is a c_ri tic~l spacing which gives- the _maximum value of 
he~t transfer. (The case for-spiral arrangement of slots was 
not fully investigated.) 
3. For a given flow rate and dimension of the test section there 
can be more than one spacing of slots whicn gives the same · 
amount of heat transfer. 
4. -For a given spacing of slots the effect of arrangin~_the slots 
in spiral at 90° all in _the same direction is to greatly increase 
the.heat transfer coefficient. 
5. This suggests t_hat if hel{cal_ slots can be· cut on the pipe, it 
may give still greater increase of heat· transfer. 
6. For a plain pipe with water flowing- over both sides or over 
one side only, -higher flow rates are advisable to get more heat 
transfer per pound of water used. 
·1. For pipe with slots; in the range of flow_rates_employ~ in _the 
test, lower flow rates are advisable -to _get more heat transfer 
.. per pound of water. 
8. For ,some spacing and arrange~ent of slots there may be a flow 
rate higher th~n those . employed- in_ th~ te~ts. above -whiph high~r 
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flow rates are advisable considering heat transfer per pound of 
water. 
9. In general the percentage increase in heat transfer due to the 
effect of .slots is found to be more in the lower flow range~ than 
in the higher.flow ranges. 
10. The effect of slots not only increases the rate of heat transfer, 
but saves in a considerable amount the power.· required at the 
same rate of heat transfer in comparison with the case of a smooth. 
pipe. 
As mentioned before, the object of this research was mainly 
a qualitative study of the heat transfer coefficients in the different 
test sections rather than a precise quantitative study, due to the 
iimitations imposed by the apparatus and the measuring devices. 
The accuracy ~f the results may be within+ 101. Anyway, the results 
of this work.show some definite directions in which further work in 
this field can be carried out. One such direction will be. to.inves-
tigate how the thickness of slots. can affect the heat transfer charac-
teristics for a given size of pipe. With a more sturdy apparatus and 
precise measuring instruments, investigations can be carried out with 
higher flow rates than that used in this work. ~Jhether helical slots 
are more efficient· than straight slots can also be investigated. 
With precision pressure gages, the power that can b~ saved in cqmparison 
with that of a smooth·pipe can be deter~ined. tlorks like this may be of 
some .help, in the future, for dealing wit~ the high heat release .rates 
in nuclear reactors and rocket motors which at present is a challenge 
to the skill of heat-transfer engineers. 
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APPENDIX 
·CAiIBRATION OF. WATER FLOW-METER 
Since "the calibration curve of the flow-meter was not a~ailable, 
it became necessary to calibrate the f~ow-me~er. The calibration was 
done under actual· test conditions. 
PROCEDURE 
A steel tank which can hold.about 500 pounds of water was 
placed on a platform balance and: the initial weight noted. A- dra'in 
cock·was fitted at the bottom of.the tank. A flexible pipe was 
connected to· the end of the outlet pipe. After adjusting the flow-
meter reading exactly at the 200 mark, outlet water was collected 
in the tank for 6 minutes. The fin~l weight of water was npted. 
The difference between the-initial and final weights of the tank 
gave the weight of. water flowing in 6 minutes.· _From this, the flow 
. in lbs/hr and gallons/minute was calculated. 
After emptying the tank, the weig~t was again noted. The 
flow-meter reading was then adjusted to the 175 mark and the procedure 
repeated. The same procedure was repeated for flow-meter readings 
of 150, 125, 100, _75, and 50. The- r~sults·were plotted on a graph 
and from the gra~h the flow in l~s/hr for· any.reading of the. flow-
meter between 200 and 50 can be read. 
The results are shown in table.-IX and plate 11. 
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TABLE IX 
FLOW-METER CALIBRATION DATA 
.. . ~·- .· . 
FLOW. INITIAL WEIGHr FINAL WEIGHT I TIME · WEIGHT OF FLOW -IN FLOW IN 
,· 
. . . . .. . 
IUI NO. METER OF TANK OF TANK . IN WATER LBS/HR . GALLONS 
.• 
. . .. 




50 74.5 155 360 80.5 805 1.7 
' 
2 75· 72.6 169.4 360 96.8 968 1.9,4 
. ~ 
_a _. 





71.4 193 360 121.6 1216 2.432 
.. 
' 
I 150 75.1 209.2 360 134.1 134.1 2.682 
. . 
6 175 72.0 215.5 360 .· 143.5 1435 2.87 
. . ... (1 
:216 
·, 
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